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In continuation of our previous work on the design principles of traditional
Beijing Siheyuan courtyard housing and their implementation into computational
algorithms, this paper investigates the impact of the Fengshui theory on its
layout. In particular, we will present the development of a Grasshopper algorithm
able to examine Siheyuan houses' fortune status according to their layout. We
have verified the algorithm by using Siheyuan precedence from the ancient
Beijing map and measuring surveys on extant buildings. Our findings highlight
that most Siheyuan houses were designed to be auspicious even though other
forces were working against
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INTRODUCTION
Courtyard housing was the most common dwelling
type in ancient China. The Siheyuan, traditional Chi-
nese courtyard housing type from Beijing, is a typ-
ical representative of traditional Chinese vernacu-
lar architecture. A typical Siheyuan consists of axi-
ally aligned courtyards symmetrically surrounded by
individual buildings connected by orthogonally lo-
cated corridors, walls, and gates, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1.
When Beijing was rebuilt between the Yuan and
Qing dynasty, Siheyuan became one of the most po-
tent symbols of imperial rule. As the basic cell of an-
cient Beijing’s urban texture, it embodied the rules of
feudal society in its architectural form. Many studies
such as by Ma (1999), Zhao (2013), and Lu and Wang
(2013), have paid attention to its archetypal form in
traditional feudal society.
After Liang and Chen’s urban planning proposal
to preserve historical Beijing city was rejected by the
Beijing government in 1950, many Siheyuan houses
were damaged or destroyed up to the present day.
One of the consequences of this destruction is that
current architects lack knowledge of its principles,
thus their Siheyuan design projects are considered
as fake. In support of the preservation and popular-
ization of Siheyuan design knowledge, many stud-
ies re-introduced its designprinciples usinghistorical
records. For example, Ma (1999), and Lu and Wang
(2013) comprehensively introduced forms of archi-
tectural components of traditional Siheyuan based
on extant buildings and historical materials. Zhao
(2013) studied tectonic methods of Siheyuan’s archi-
tectural components by the understanding of an-
cient construction rules and interviews with succes-
sors of ancient craftsmen.
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Figure 1
Beijing Siheyuan,
after Ma, 1999.
On the other hand, three computational approaches
created by western scholars, shape grammar (Stiny,
2006), space syntax (Hillier and Hanson, 1984) and
pattern language (Alexander et al., 1977) were
employed in Chinese courtyard housing studies
to explore its design logic. Chiou and Krishna-
murti (1995a) developed the grammar of vernacu-
lar dwellings in Taiwan, a branch of Chinese court-
yard housing, which enhanced the understanding of
its design. Huang et al. (2018) analysed the spa-
tial configuration of an ideal archetypal model us-
ing DepthX Map and advised to inherit Siheyuan’s
cultural connotations in contemporary housing de-
sign. Liu (2019) studied the composition of walls and
rooms on Siheyuan examples recorded on the histor-
ical map Jingcheng Qianlong Quantu (1750) by cate-
gorizing types of courtyards. Their classifications of
patterns of courtyards and rooms revealed the de-
sign constraints underlying practice.
In ancient Chinese philosophy, the cosmic as-
pect of nature is the essence of everything. There-
fore, ancient Chinese knowledge about it was ap-
plied to many subjects by analogy. Fengshui (cloud
and water) is geomancy based on this analogy to
guide adapting cities and buildings to achieve har-
mony with nature. There are two branches of Feng-
shui theory: Xing Shi (observing context) and Li Qi
(regulating vital energy). The Xing Shi helps geo-
mancers to select an auspicious site and the Li Qi
based on the concept of “cosmic resonance” helps
craftsmen and householders predict and select aus-
picious orientations, qualitative space, and dimen-
sions of rooms in the design process.
Even though there are a great number of stud-
ies on Siheyuan design, the important cultural fac-
tor, Fengshui, has rarely been explored for its influ-
ence on Siheyuan’s architectural form. In the con-
text of Taiwanese vernacular dwellings, Chiou andKr-
ishnamurti (1995b) investigated the method from Li
Qi to determine the fortunate dimension of a build-
ing using the ancient measuring ruler Lu Ban Chi and
interpreted it in an algorithmic format. Later, they
(1997) also introduced applications of Li Qi in finding
fortunate orientations of a site and auspicious dates
to start building construction and implemented it in
computers. Meanwhile, Wang et al. (2019) created
an interactive tool to parametrically design Siheyuan
following Fengshui, in which assessment rules of the
fortune of Siheyuan site context from Xing Shi were
embedded. Although this research made passing
reference to the principles of Fengshui on architec-
tural design, the implementation of Fengshui in the
Siheyuan’s form in practice has rarely been investi-
gated. This study aims to explore how principles
from Fengshui constrain Siheyuan design as well as
investigate how Fengshui harmonizeswith other cul-
tural forces to influence Siheyuan’s form in practice,
through the development of an algorithmic tool. In
particular, ourmain aim addresses the three research
questions:
1. How do Fengshui principles influence Siheyuan
design?
2. How can these principles be implemented into
algorithmic design and be applied as an interac-
tive tool for examining the fortune of a Siheyuan
house?
3. Were these principles being applied in tradi-
tional Siheyuan design practice?
To answer these questions, we have first studied the
Fengshui theory based on historical material and in-
terviews with Fengshui geomancers to clarify the
original principles relating to Siheyuan design. We
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have then analyzed the mathematical logic under-
lying its principles to produce an algorithm using
the Grasshopper visual scripting platform. Finally, we
have employed this algorithm as a tool to examine
the fortune of historical Siheyuan cases, whose cor-
pus has derived frommeasuring surveys of extant Si-
heyuan examples and documented historical exam-
ples.
MATERIALS ANDMETHODS
Source of rules
As stated above, Xing Shi is used to finding proper
sites for building construction while Li Qi is to find
fortunate orientation, size ratio, and the dimension
of buildings. Li Qi dominantly shapes the form of Si-
heyuan. Principles in Fengshui constraining orienta-
tion, size ratio, and dimensions of buildings were se-
lected to study, whichwere originally recorded in his-
torical books suchasDiliHuituWuJue (FiveTipsForGe-
ographic Mapping, Zhao, 1785/2011a), Bai Zhai Ming
Jing (Eight Mansions Bright Mirror, Gu, 1790/2010),
Yang Zhai San Yao (Three Essences of Positive Houses,
Zhao, 1786/2011b).
Methods
Many previous architectural Fengshui studies, as
noted, centred on its metaphysical and anthropolog-
ical aspects but neglected to examine its influenceon
its building form. However, Chiou and Krishnamurti
(1997) illustrated the potential to solve this problem
by using an algorithm to interpret the application
method of Fengshui. Taking this idea further we un-
cover Fengshui’s influence with a digital interactive
tool developed inRhino/Grasshopper. SinceFengshui
influences buildings in orientation, size ratio, and di-
mension, we were able to test our algorithm by en-
tering data of historical Siheyuan examples into the
tool to generate results shaped by Fengshui princi-
ples and then compare themwith corresponding his-
torical ones.
ANALYSIS OF FENGSHUI PRINCIPLES
Fengshui geomancers supposed a kind ofmysterious
energy called Qi flows in the air in the form of invisi-
ble gas. This gas brings good fortune to people. Li Qi
is the method to steer this energy. In the case of Si-
heyuan, the proper size ratios and function of rooms
can store this energy in the housing space.
Figure 2
The ideal
environmental
context from Xing
Shi.
RoomOrientation
As shown in Figure 2, Xing Shi gives an ideal envi-
ronmental context in Fengshui for a building’s or a
city’s site. The site should be surrounded by hills and
mountains (the highest and largest mountains at its
north side), located on the smooth ground with its
main elevation facing south and a river crossing its
front area. However, as Beijing’s urban area had been
subdivided into an urban grid system, it is almost
impossible to find this ideal context. Referring to
the original considerations of Fengshui and regard-
ing the urban planning of ancient Beijing, we simpli-
fied the principles into two main constraints: ‘being
within the auspicious degree ranges of orientation’
or ‘facing an adjacent street or alley’. The simplest
way to find the auspicious degree is to use a Feng-
shui compass, which averagely divides a 2D plane
into 24 sections (called ‘24mountains’) by 15 degrees
and additionally divides each section into 5 subsec-
tions by 3 degrees, as shown in Figure 3. Degrees lo-
cated within each second and fourth subsection are
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defined as auspicious orientation. The first constraint
requires the elevation of the primary room of each
courtyard in Siheyuan orientated within the range of
auspicious degrees. The second requires it facing an
adjacent street or alley, but there are two exceptions.
If the adjacent street or alley exists on the north, pri-
mary rooms face the opposite direction. If adjacent
streets or alleys exist on multiple sides, there is a pri-
ority sequence of determination of primary rooms
orientation: south> east> west> north.
Figure 3
A Fengshui
compass and
fortunate
orientation.
Figure 4
Area attribute.
Room Size Ratios
Size ratios of rooms in a courtyard are various. In
Fengshui, there are many methods to identify room
size ratios., such as Da You Nian (big tour calen-
dar), Chuan Gong Jiu Xing (crossing courtyard nine
stars), Fen Fang Jie Lu (dividing rooms and intercept-
ing paths), whose logics are the same but the de-
termination of parameters or the applicable types
of Siheyuan vary. Siheyuan is classified into three
types: one-courtyard Siheyuan, Siheyuan with mul-
tiple courtyards aligned in the depth direction, Si-
heyuan with multiple courtyards aligned orthogo-
nally. Here we propose the method of one courtyard
Siheyuan and then supplement the differences be-
tween it and the method of the other two Siheyuan
types.
For one-courtyard Siheyuan:
1. Divide the courtyard of the Siheyuan into nine
areas with a three-by-three grid, and then al-
locate the eight trigrams (Bagua) to the eight
boundary areas (the central area is left as empty)
according to its orientation. The allocation
of each trigram corresponding to the eight
boundary areas are: east-zhen, southeast-xun,
south-li, southwest-kun, west-dui, northwest-
qian, north-kan, northeast-gen. The principle to
allocate the eight trigrams to the eight bound-
ary areas comes from the identification of at-
tribute of each area recorded in Luo Shu (Decus-
sation Rivers Book). The attribute of an area in-
cludes one of eight trigrams, one of the five el-
ements (Wuxing), a number between one and
nine, and one of seven colours, which depends
on the area’s location, as shown in Figure 4.
2. Identify the area of fortune origin. The area of
fortune origin is where the centre point of the
keyspace locates. Either the entry gate or the
primary roomcould be the keyspace. It is impor-
tant to state to the selection of the type of the
keyspace (the entry gate or the primary room).
3. Assign the ’nine stars (Jiu Xing)’ to eight trigrams
according to the location of the area of fortune
origin. In Fengshui, the seven stars of the Great
Bear constellation and two nearby stars, called
’nine stars’, were analogized with meanings of
fortune. Each of the nine stars is assigned with
fortune, as shown in Table 1. Each of the eight
boundary areas is associated with one of the
nine stars. Once the area of fortune origin is
identified, each area’s associating star(s) is(are)
determined. Geomancers created a pithy for-
mula to represent the eight results correspond-
ing to the eight each of the eight areas as being
the area of fortune origin. The eight results are
shown in Figure 5.
4. Calculate the fortune of each area by the prin-
ciples ‘five elements produce and destroy’. The
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concept of ‘five elements’ comes from Luo Shu,
in which each of the eight trigrams attributes
an element within the five: metal, wood, water,
fire, and earth. The correspondence between
trigrams and elements are shown in Figure 4.
Each star of the nine stars is assigned with for-
tune and also one of the five elements as an at-
tribute, shown in Table 1. Between every two
elements, there is a ‘destructive’ or ‘productive’
relation as shown in Figure 6. The way for iden-
tifying the fortune of an area is using the ele-
ment of the star assigned in this area to compute
with the element of the trigram of the area of
fortune origin. For each area assigned with an
auspicious star, a) if the element of the star is
in ‘destroy’ relation with the element of the tri-
gram, the area is lesser auspicious, and b) if the
element of the star is in ‘produce’ relation with
the element of the trigram or they are the same,
the area is greater auspicious. For each area as-
signed with an ominous star, a) if the element of
the star is in ‘destructive’ relation with the ele-
ment of the trigram, the area is lesser ominous,
and b) if the element of the star is in ‘productive’
relation with the element of the trigram or they
are the same, the area is greater ominous. For
the Zuofu star and Youbi star, the area they be-
long to is always least auspicious.
For Siheyuan with multiple courtyards aligned in the
depth direction, there are four differences:
• Step 1 is applied to each courtyard of the Si-
heyuan separately,
• Only the entry gate could be the keyspace.
• The trigram and the star of each of eight bound-
ary areas in the first courtyard are identified in
the way the same as it is for one-courtyard Si-
heyuan, and this pattern is applied to all court-
yards except the mid back area.
• Assign the corresponding star of the mid-front
area of the first courtyard and then assign the
star of the mid-back area of each courtyard se-
quentially according to the order of production
of the ’Na-tone five elements’, as illustrated in
Figure 7.
Figure 5
Eight results of
assigning the nine
stars to eight
trigrams.
Table 1
Correspondence
between the nine
stars, five elements,
and their fortune.
Figure 6
Five elements
produce and
destroy principles
Figure 7
Order of Na-tone
five elements. (the
stars Pojun and
Lucun only exist in
the mid area of the
first courtyard.)
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For Siheyuan types with multiple courtyards aligned
orthogonally: each courtyard could be seen as an in-
dividual Siheyuan to compute.
The fortune of area forces size ratios and func-
tions of rooms constructed in each area. Normally,
rooms in auspicious areas are large while in ominous
areas are small. Two examples of the process for
a one-courtyard Siheyuan and a Siheyuan with five
courtyards aligned in the depth direction are illus-
trated in Figure 8.
RoomDimensions
The ‘Pressing White Ruler Method’ from Fengshui
identifies the fortune of dimension, which filters
the ranges of dimensions by Lu Ban rulers. In this
method, there are two principles, the Chi Bai (feet
white) and the Cun Bai (inch white) constraining the
dimensions in parallel. Since only the Chi Bai are ap-
plied to dwellings normally and most Siheyuans are
dwellings, we analysed the Chi Bai principle, which
consists of five steps:
1. Identify the orientation of the room’s door
within the 24 mountains of a compass (figure 3)
and then find its opposite section on the com-
pass.
2. Use the ‘earth mother selecting first’ (Di Mu Na
Jia) principle to identify the trigramof the oppo-
site section in the eight trigrams. The correspon-
dence between the twenty-four mountains and
the eight trigrams are shown in table 2.
3. Find the corresponding colour and number of
the trigram in Luo Shu and then use it as the
first range on a Lu Ban ruler. The correspon-
dence between trigrams and numbers is shown
in table 3. This correspondence has two vari-
ations: the heaven trigram and the earth tri-
gram. The heaven trigram is to determine for-
tune dimensions in the vertical direction- the
height of the building, and the earth trigram is
to determine fortune dimensions in horizontal
direction- width and depth of the building.
4. Identify the sequence of numbers. Based on the
first number to assign each range’s number re-
Figure 8
Two examples of
the process of
computing room
size ratios of areas.
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peatedly on the Lu Ban ruler in numerical order
from Luo Shu, as illustrated in Figure 4. In the as-
signment, the heaven trigram excludes number
1 and the earth trigram excludes number 9. 1
range= 3.2 centimetres. Each number indicates
its fortune.
5. Use each auspicious colour’s corresponding el-
ement in the five elements to compute with the
element identified in 24mountains by the build-
ing’s orientation (Figure 3) according to the prin-
ciples “fiveelementsproduceanddestroy”. If the
two elements are the same or in ‘productive’ re-
lation, the colour’s corresponding range is iden-
tified as auspicious, otherwise, as ominous.
Table 2
The
correspondence
first number of each
trigram in the eight
trigrams.
Table 3
The
correspondence
between the
twenty-four
mountains and the
eight trigrams in
the “earth mother
selecting first”
method.
DEVELOPING THE ALGORITHM
Based on the analysis explained above, we identified
four key input parameters for Grasshopper to deter-
mine Siheyuan houses’ fortune. They are: for the
orientation of the Siheyuan house, a) the location
of the adjacent street or alley, for the rooms size ra-
tios in a courtyard, b) the selection of the type of the
keyspace and c) the location of the keyspace, and for
the dimension of each room, d) the orientation of
the room. Accordingly, we produced an interactive
Grasshopper script for the implementation of the al-
gorithm to identify the fortune of the house’s orien-
tation, room size ratios, and room dimensions. The
workflow is illustrated in Figure 9.
To implement the algorithm in Grasshopper, the
plan of a Siheyuan and site context is imported. In
our Grasshopper script, streets or alleys of the Si-
heyuan are identified by being collected by Curve
components. The surrounding areaof a Siheyuan site
is identified and divided into four parts (north, south,
east, and west) and collected by Curve components
to find adjacent streets or alleys. The selection of the
type of the keyspace is indicated by a ‘silder’ compo-
nent, whose values are to be inputted. The plan of
the keyspace is identified by a ‘curve’ component to
find their central positions and then identify their lo-
cations within the 3x3 gird. The orientation of each
room is identified by a Vector 2Pt component, whose
orientation is from the central point of the room to
the central point of the line indicating as the room’s
front elevation on the plan.
VERIFICATION
To verify whether Fengshui was used in Siheyuan de-
sign to obtain auspicious patterns, we used our tool
to identify the fortune of Siheyuan examples by de-
riving the value of parameters from the precedents
and then examining whether they are auspicious or
not.
The Qianlong capital map (1750) presents all the
buildings of Beijing at a scale of 1: 650, including
thousands of Siheyuan houses. Duan (2016) orga-
nized measured surveys on existing Siheyuan exam-
ples. We selected two examples(left two in Figure
10) from the map and another two from Duan’s sur-
veys(right two in Figure 10), which are themost com-
mon types according to Ma (1999), Zhao (2013), Lu
and Wang (2013), and Wang and Song (2012). How-
ever, the map and the measuring surveys cannot
be used for verifying rooms’ dimensions as well as
we would like. Alternatively, examples of individ-
ual buildings recorded in Gongcheng Zuofa Zeli were
used to replace rooms in the selected examples since
they are described with detailed dimensions. The in-
dividual buildings in this manual have been drawn
by Liang (2006), who translated texts in the manual
into architectural drawings with detailed dimensions
noted. We assumed the dimensions of the primary
rooms of our selected examples are the same as in
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Figure 9
The workflow of
Fengshui principles
translated into a
Grasshopper script
Liang’s drawings. To be consistent with the Siheyuan
rooms, a building given by Liang (2006) was modi-
fied by reducing the number of bays in the front view
from five to three (in Figure 11) and then used as a
primary room for verification. Figure 10 shows how
our models assessed the fortune of our examples.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The results of the verification of four selected exam-
ples confirmed the Fengshui principles since they are
mostly auspicious. We noted that other influence,
more important than Fengshui, are also at work. For
this reason, even the most common types, which
are the closest to Siheyuan’s ideal prototype, did not
completely follow Fengshui to create auspicious pat-
terns. For example, Confucianism and Taoism con-
strain rooms in a courtyard to be axial, and feudal-
ism and clan constrain the size ratios of rooms in a
courtyard in the sequence: primary room> east sec-
ondary room= west secondary> primary east wing
room= primary west wing room> secondary east
wing room= secondary west room. This constraint
of room size ratio is more dominant than the one
from Fengshui, so it can be easily observed thatmost
Siheyuan houses follow this pattern. Meanwhile,
to make Siheyuan conform to Fengshui, craftsmen
would slightly change the room sizes to ensure size
ratios of rooms are in auspicious patterns, which is
hard to prove without conducting a measuring sur-
vey. This is the reason why, in many Siheyuan exam-
ples, the east wing room is slightly larger than the
west wing room within a courtyard. Another exam-
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Figure 10
Verification of four
examples.
ple is the simplification of the Cun Bai method. The
rules in Gongcheng Zuofa Zeli and consideration of
material consumption constrained the available di-
mensions of a room in limited ranges. The constraint
deriving from Fengshui dictates additionally limited
ranges for room dimensions, but the ranges of each
roommay vary because it is a variable parameter for
each room of a Siheyuan. This variability of room
dimensions results in difficulty in building construc-
tion. However, in many cases, the limited ranges of
room dimensions constrained by Fengshui are uni-
fied by simplification of the Cun Baimethod. As a re-
sult of the simplification, instead of using the orienta-
tion of a room as the parameter to conduct the com-
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plex calculation, the Lu Ban ruler, which consists of 9
units marked by their fortune type, is directly used to
find auspicious dimensions of a building in practice.
We infer this simplification is to solve the difficulty in
building construction since it unified limited ranges
of room dimensions constrained by Fengshui.
Figure 11
The dimensions of a
building example
applied in Siheyuan
as primary rooms.
After Liang, 2006.
There are two limitations to our study. First, for the
verification of room dimensions, we have used ideal
examples of buildingswith constant values of dimen-
sions according to Gongcheng Zuofa Zeli, but an in-
dividual building’s dimensions could vary in practice,
which may lead to errors of verification of room di-
mensions. Second, in this study, we only verified the
most common Siheyuan types rather than all varia-
tions, whose Fengshui assessment results might pos-
sibly be different. Further research is needed to verify
if Fengshui applies to these variants.
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